
Guide Studios Photography 
www.GuideStudios.com 

904-226-6477 
 

Agreement for Photographic Services 
 
CLIENT:  
Phone#:  
eMail:     
Address:  

Photography Service  Provided Price 

  

  

  

Total Fee for Services:    

 
Terms and Conditions 

 
Payment Terms & Fee: Agreement is not finalized until Approval is provided and Retention 
Deposit is received. Retention deposit is non-refundable. 
Retention Deposit: $ $$$.00 (50%) due now to reserve the date 
Balance: $ $$$ due on the day of the event before leaving the venue. 
Additional coverage beyond contract hours: $50.00 per half hour or part their off. 
 

 
Style & Coverage: The PHOTOGRAPHER tries their best to take shots in a formal as well as 
photojournalist styles to capture the event and specializes in doing so. It is up to the CLIENT to specify 
the must have shots, reserve sufficient time and make themselves & the guests available for 
photographing. PHOTOGRAPHER strongly recommends the CLIENT to assigning a representative to work 
with PHOTOGRAPHER to make sure the persons who’s photograph is must is identified & photographed. 
If CLIENT requires decorated ballroom wide angle shots, the CLIENT must make sure the fully decorated 
& vacant ballroom is ready for taking photos before any guest arrives and sufficient time is reserved 
with PHOTOGRAPHER to get these photos taken. These measures will facilitate a well-rounded coverage 
and good final product.  
 
PHOTOGRAPHER agrees to use their skills, experience, and abilities to achieve a satisfactory result for 
the CLIENT. The CLIENT recognizes the photography is an art therefore both subjective and variable, 
there is no guarantee that the final results will be exactly in line with the CLIENT’S vision. Due to the 
nature of event photography, aggressive timelines and variables beyond photographer's control some 
photos may not have proper lighting, exposure, color, contrast, poses or right moments captured. 
CLIENT understands these limitations. If specifically requested PHOTOGRAPHER can advise the guest 
how to avoid blinking during flash photography, however there is no guarantee that someone who is 
sensitive to flash will not blink in the final photo. It is recognized by both parties that, good 
communication and sufficient time allocation is critical. 
  



To avoid confusion, interference, distraction of the subjects being photographed on the wedding day, 
the PHOTOGRAPHER and his assigns will be the exclusive providers of photography services for this 
wedding/event. Family and friends can take candid photographs after the PHOTOGRAPHER has taken 
the shots and as long as they are not interfering with or delaying photographer’s work.   
  
The CLIENT also must make sure that other professionals such as Videographer uses the proper 
equipment and location to make sure its not interfering or coming in the field of view of 
PHOTOGRAPHER, such as Videographer is not standing right in front of the stage or placing a stand 
mounted flood light in prime view. If such situation arises, PHOTOGRAPHER will promptly inform the 
CLIENT or its representative to resolve the situation. Any impact to the photo quality due these 
limitations will be CLIENT’s responsibility. 
  
Exhibition: CLIENT grants PHOTOGRAPHER permission & talent release to display a few selected 
images from this assignment as an example of PHOTOGRAPHER work for sharing on their studio 
website, Facebook, social media blogs, magazine, brochure and advertisements. It is the policy of 
PHOTOGRAPHER to never use such images in a negative manner. The contract price is discounted in 
consideration for this talent release. 
  
Contingencies: PHOTOGRAPHER takes great care in the exposure, development and delivery of 
photographs and carries the backup camera & other equipment to handle contingencies, in the unlikely 
event of equipment failure, fire or other casualty, acts of God or nature or terror, sickness, accident, 
traffic or other circumstances beyond the control of the PHOTOGRAPHER or on cancellation of this 
contract by the PHOTOGRAPHER, the liability shall be limited to the refund of total value of the payment 
made. The PHOTOGRAPHER cannot be held responsible for lack of coverage or quality resulting from 
weather conditions, or schedule or restriction caused by, but not limited to, anyone at the 
wedding/event or by the venue access restrictions or flash/light use restriction imposed on the 
PHOTOGRAPHER. 
 
Insurance: The contract price does not include any 3rd party, personal injury or liability insurance 
requirement imposed on the photographer by the venue. If this requirement is imposed on 
photographer, the CLIENT is responsible for the insurance cost and must reimburse the actual cost of 
the required insurance to the PHOTOGRAPHER upon presentment of the proof of insurance and receipt 
of payment before the event. 
  
Working meal for the PHOTOGRAPHER will be provided by the CLIENT. 
  
I (we) the undersigned have read and agree to comply with the terms and conditions listed above. 
 
 
 
CLIENT (print) : __________________________________________________ 
 
Signature: (or email approval) _____________ Date :____________________ 
 
PHOTOGRAPHER (print): __________________________________________ 
Signature: Email Confirmation____________ Date : ____________________ 


